
 Efficiently skims the surface, keeping your pool debris-free
  solar powered • intelligent • proactive • fully automated

Camio SX15

SkimSmartTM Navigational Technology
Skimdevil® streamlines the skimming process with a 
combination of patent pending tracking technology, 
infrared sensors, gyroscope, compass and real-time 
obstacle detection.

Solar Powered
Charges with natural light so no need to plug it in. Fully 
charged unit can run up to 7 hours.  

www.skimdevil.com

Customizable Schedule 
Easily program the robot to clean on your personal  
schedule. Enjoy coming home to a clean pool every day.  

Bluetooth Enabled For Your Smart Home
Stay current with the latest software updates for your 
robotic pool cleaner. Intuitive app to make programming 
your robot quick and easy.   

Pool Cleaning Made Easy
Simple to operate and no hoses, cables or cords needed.  
Easy to empty debris basket.

Press START and let the Skimdevil® robot do all the 
work for you.  

Automated skimming for removal of leaves, pollen, and other floating debris particles before they sink to the bottom

®



  cleans smarter, using less energy — it can go the distance, day or night  

Product Information:  Skimdevil® Camio SX15

Eco Friendly
With the timely removal of floating debris, the solar 
powered Skimdevil® not only decreases the run cycle 
of pumps but also reduces pool chemical usage 
leaving a cleaner, healthier pool.

Skimdevil LLC | 5020 Clark Road #124 | Sarasota, FL 34233 
sales@skimdevil.com •  941-681-6575  

Type: In and above ground, natural pools/ponds
Shape/Edge: Any shape and edge configuration
Size: Residential, community and commercial
Cleans: Water surface

Pools

Dimensions: 24 1/4”W x 20 5/8”L x  5 7/8”H
Weight: 10.2lbs
Charge: Solar, Optional AC/DC charger
Battery: Li-ion, Long Life 11.1V, 2600mAh
Solar Power: Monocrystalline PV panels 18Wp

Specifications

Propulsion Method: paddlewheels, stepper motors
Control: Four button keypad or via Smartphone application
SkimSmartTM Technology: infrared sensors, gyroscope, 
          compass, reverse feature
Bluetooth: Enabled for updates and programming
Basket: Removable debris tray.  LED lighting in night cycle
Warranty: 1 year

Features/Functions

www.skimdevil.com

®

Smartphone Integration
Control your Skimdevil® manually, check pool 
temperature, battery status, charging wattage and 
change usage settings all from your Android or iOS 
smartphone.


